Heartfelt fun
Let’s fly !

ULM flights with Thierry start again in Valmorel. Takeoff from the top of the Altispace chairlift for flights of 15
or 30 minutes over the ski area, La Lauzière or even the
Col de la Madeleine.
15min : 80€ - 30min : 140€
Fly United :
www.flyunited.today - 07 63 96 69 69

Contemplate the snow-covered mountains seen from the
air with a tandem paragliding flight.
Fly with Franck Morard and experience a feeling of total
freedom with only the sound of the wind breaking the
silence.
Winter flights usually last 10 to 15 minutes and leave from
the top of the Lanchettes chairlift.
Here we go parapente :
06 13 02 03 96 - francky.morard@gmail.com

Ambassador for Valmorel
Eliot Nochez
Triple French acrobatic flight champion and winner of the
2015 World Cup.
This crazy acrobat became our official ambassador in 2019.
Sporty and quirky with his Savoyard accent, during ski shows
and other major events, he makes Valmorel holidaymakers
dream when he performs his tricks above the crowds.

Our acrobatic paragliding pro answers Advance’s questions:
« Advance: Acrobatics, how come?
Eliot: In order to progress, I dedicated the first four years to
distance flying. But at 14, when I saw the first aerobatic videos
by Antoine Montant and Raoul Rodriguez, I also wanted to learn
the basics of paragliding. Once learned, I realised that it was
freestyle that I liked the most. »


Heartfelt fun
Boardercross & Snowpark
The pirate boardercross

The Pierrafort boardercross

The Gollet snowpark

The pirates snowpark

Below the Biollène chairlift, 4 by
4,skiers race against each other:
a blue piste with whoops and
raised bends.

As its name suggests, it is
situated under the Pierrafort
gondola, and offers a averagely
difficult circuit linking raised
bends and whoops and giving
all experienced skiers a lot of
excitement.

The Gollet Snowpark, located in
the area of Pierrafort, is the spot
in Valmorel for good to expert
riders. Its M, L and XL lines
offer everyone the opportunity
to express themselves and
improve their tricks on various
modules such as boxes, rails,
kickers, a wall, a bonk ... The
area is constantly animated and
supervised by shapers who also
provide the security.

Perfect to make your mark on
a very easy and fun freestyle
zone.
Always in the Arenouillaz zone,
parallel to the Beaudin piste, the
young and not so young can try
out freestyle in complete safely,
with modules only 20 cm high.

Zones freeride

4

freeride zones are open in the Valmorel ski area:
Le Gollet, Le Mottet, Le Riondet and La Procureuse. These
zones are reserved for very good skiers wishing to enjoy
thrills in vertiginous and ungroomed slopes.

